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As regards the second suggested course, **international economic law**, the course is aimed at introducing the students into the main topics of the global economic governance. The course will focus on the general issues of international economic law as well as more specific issues dealing with commercial transactions (especially within the World Trade Organization framework) and international investment protection.

The **syllabus** of the course will be the following:

- Introduction and description of the course
- How do we define international economic law?
- International economic law: historical background
- Sources of international economic law
- International actors and international financial institutions
- WTO: the institutional setting
- WTO: the normative principles and standards
- WTO: dispute settlement mechanisms
- International investment law: background and sources
- Definition of investment and investor
- Standards of treatment of foreign investments
- Dispute settlement – umbrella clauses
- Legal consequences and reparation in international investment law
- International investment protection and public concerns

**Readings/Bibliography**


**Teaching methods**
The course will consist of seminars.

**Assessment methods**
The final examination, which will take place in oral form, is meant to assess the critical abilities and language skills learned by the student.